Green Impact Project Case Study
CiCS Garden
Background
Institution: University of Sheffield
Team Name: CiCS Green Impact Team
No. of years participating in Green Impact: Since it began (7 years?)

Highlights
Please include 2-3 bullet points (of approx. 10 words each) which summarises your
case study:
●

Abundant Autumn harvest!

●

Cleared overgrown area ready for planting and sitting out

●

Started regular monthly wildlife survey

Description
Please write less than 200 words about your case study; what you did, how you did it,
where it happened, who was involved, the impact it had and any other relevant
information.
The purpose of the project was to encourage staff involvement in the CiCS garden and
to make it a haven for wildlife. Our first priority was to transform the raised bed in the
centre of the garden. To begin with it looked a little tired...
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In September we published articles in CiCS Roundup and via Green Impact
encouraging staff to bring in plants and to participate in a gardening session. A small
but enthusiastic team set about the task.

Immediate results were amazing. In just a short space of time the bed was
transformed.

A few weeks later we harvested the results.
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This project also organised two sessions to clear the ivy covered area at the north end
of the garden. This area had become overgrown and unsightly. Articles appeared in
CiCS Roundup and Green Impact to encourage staff in other departments to get
involved. On a cold January lunchtime a group of around 10 intrepid volunteers helped

clear the area. By the end of the session a substantial area had been cleared and made
ready for planting in the Spring.
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Photographs
Please include photographs/diagrams.
CiCS Green Impact have also been mindful of the garden’s role as a wildlife haven. We
have started a regular wildlife survey and regularly replenish the bird feeders.

Self Assessment
Please include the points you think your project should be awarded and why. Use the
high scoring project template available here to see how well your project meets the
criteria.

Criteria

Action

Points

Team engagement

All members of the team
took part in each stage of
the Project and their
input was significant.

5 points
Some but not all took
part and their input was
significant. Our GIPA
Ben Nealon helped
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complete the wildlife
survey.

Reach

The Project engaged not
just the Green Impact
team, but also further
than this. This could
include
your
wider
department, other Green
Impact teams, other
departments,
students
(apart
from
GIPAs),
academics and the wider
community (e.g. local
residents,
schools,
charities, organisations).

10 points
Project engaged at least
one individual from the
wider department. The
Green
Impact
Coordinator
Elspeth
McKellar also took part
in
the
gardening
session. During the CiCS
Green Impact Festival
garden tours were
undertaken
with
students and other
University staff taking
part.

Creativity

The Project showed
innovation. It was a new
idea, or took a new angle
on a previous idea.

5 points
Transformation of the
raised bed to provide a
focal point for the
garden was a new angle.

Impact measurability

The Project improved
sustainability in the
department by working
towards the recognized
environmental goals. The
Project sets out clear
aims and measurable
targets within the plan to
achieve this impact. E.g.
the team aimed to engage
100 people in a new
incentive to decrease
food waste, or the team
aimed to raise £300 to

10 points
The “before” and “after”
shots provide visual
evidence of impact.
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support
an
environmental
charity
and met their target.

Proportionality

The Project was not just a
one-off
event
and
included
a
wider
campaign and ongoing
engagement. Teams have
achieved outcomes that
are proportional to their
team size.

5 points
Project took place over
a number of months and
included a variety of
activities
and
interventions.

Replication

The Project can be easily
repeated by the team, or
can be used as the basis
for a Project by any other
team.

5 points
Project provides a basis
for further planting in
the garden over the
Spring and Summer
leading to creation of
wildlife habitats.

Legacy

The Project has left a
legacy behind, such that
its impact is still ongoing
even though the Project
has now ended. For
example,
a
sensory
garden that will remain
and continues to be
tended by staff/students,
or a change in formal
office procedure so that

5 points
The raised bed and
cleared
areas
will
continue to make the
garden an attractive
place in which to relax.
Produce will be used at
the
annual
CiCS
barbecue (veg, salad,
herbs) or to share with
staff.
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energy savings continue
even
as
staff/teams
change.

Outcome

The Project met or 5 points
exceeded its original Yes.
aims/targets as outlined
in the project plan.

